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Abstract

SERVICE SECTOR GROWTH AND INCOME INEQUALITY:
EVIDENCE FROM OECD COUNTRIES
By

Jeehui Hwang
This paper intends to study the relationship between service sector's growth and
income inequality for 34 OECD countries during the period from 1974 to 2011. From our
analysis, we find evidence that the growth in service sector in terms of employment is
negatively related to income equality. However, we also find that the growth in service sector
in terms of value added is positively related to income equality. Also, we find that both the
labor productivity of service sector compared to manufacturing sector and labor
compensation of service sector compared to manufacturing sector are positively related to
income equality. Overall, our analysis suggests that the advance in service sector is not
necessarily related to deterioration in income inequality. If the labor productivity and
compensation in service sector are high enough, the growth in service sector may lead to
more equal distribution of income. We can confirm the above findings for both more marketoriented economies (liberal market economies) and less market-oriented economies
(coordinated market economies).
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I. Introduction
As evident from the 'Occupy Wall Street' protest in 2011, one of the biggest problems
the world facing today is income inequality. Many people believe that the fruits of economic
development are not fairly divided. For example, according to a research by BBC in 2008, a
majority of people in 34 countries believed that income inequality had been deteriorated.
There have been many researches on income inequality (OECD(2008)). The existing
literature suggests a set of explanations for income inequality. Those explanations can be
largely grouped into two categories: (i) market related factors and (ii) political and
institutional factors. The market related factors include economic growth rate, unemployment
rate, female participation rate in the labor market, and globalization. The political and
institutional factors include the union density, the feature of wage bargaining, government
partisanship, and the social support of the welfare state.
On the other hand, recent researches suggest a new factor which may be related to
deterioration in income inequality: the advance in service economy. Dunn(2012) and
Yun(2012) document that the advance in service economy is closely related to deterioration
in income inequality for the U.S. and Korea, respectively. However, it has not been yet
analyzed whether such phenomenon can be systematically observed in other countries.
Thus, this paper intends to study the relationship between service sector's growth and
income inequality for 34 OECD countries during the period from 1974 to 2011. From our
analysis, we find evidence that the growth in service sector in terms of employment is
negatively related to income equality. In other words, the more workers are employed in
service sector for a country, the more unequal the distribution of income for the country is.
However, we also find that the growth in service sector in terms of value added is positively
related to income equality. In other words, the higher the value added for service sector is for
1

a country, the more equal the distribution of income for the country is. Also, we find that both
the labor productivity of service sector compared to manufacturing sector and labor
compensation of service sector compared to manufacturing sector are positively related to
income equality. Overall, our analysis suggests that the advance in service sector is not
necessarily related to deterioration in income inequality. If the labor productivity and
compensation in service sector are high enough, the growth in service sector may lead to
more equal distribution of income. We can confirm the above findings for both more marketoriented economies (liberal market economies) and less market-oriented economies
(coordinated market economies).
The paper is structured as follows. In Chapter II, we explain the importance of
income inequality issues. In Chapter III, we document the trend of income equality in OECD
countries. In Chapter IV, we provide the literature review on factors which are related to
income inequality. In Chapter V, we provide our study’s research questions. In Chapter VI,
we explain our data and methodology. In Chapter VII, we provide the results of our analyses.
In Chapter VIII, we summarize our findings and conclude.

2

II. Why Is Income Inequality Issue Important?

2.1 Happiness ( Life – Satisfaction ) and Income Inequality

To see individual’s or a countries’ economic and social circumstances, we usually
have used GDP as a measurement index. By using only GDP, however, we could not measure
and understand one’s life as a whole. Namely, we need new inclusive life measurement index
beyond the traditional measurement, GDP. Thus, OECD has researched and developed new
inclusive index that influence people's lives such as security, leisure, education, health care,
income distribution and a clean environment –namely, OECD’s Better Life Index1 .
According to OECD, OECD’s Better Life Index includes 11 dimensions as being
essential to well-being, from health and education to local environment, personal security and
overall satisfaction with life, as well as more traditional measures such as income. Among the
11 dimensions, we focused the Life Satisfaction index2.

1

See http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/

2

According to the definition of Life Satisfaction in OECD (2011):
“It measures overall life satisfaction as perceived by individuals. Life satisfaction measures
how people evaluate their life as a whole rather than their current feelings. It is measured via
the Cantril Ladder (also referred to as the Self-Anchoring Striving Scale), which asks people
to rate how they value their life in terms of the best possible life (10) through to the worst
possible life (0). The score for each country is calculated as the mean value of responses to
the Cantril Ladder for that country.”
3

Figuure 1. Peoplee reporting high evaluaation of theiir life as a w
whole
( a percen
(As
ntage of respoondents, 200
09 or latest av
vailable yearr)

*sourcee: OECD (2010), “Subjjective welll-being”, in OECD Facctbook 20100:
Econom
mic, Environnmental and
d Social Staatistics, OEC
CD Publishiing.
http://dxx.doi.org/100.1787/factb
book-2010--91-en
faction as a whole of liife. Northerrn Europe, Oceania
Above Figuure 1 shows the satisfa
and Norrth Americaa’s have relaatively highh score. Korrea is below
w OECD aveerage.
In this article, especiaally in this backgroun
nd review chapter,
c
we want to kn
now the
importaance of incoome inequaality issue. T
Thus, we trried to analyze the asssociation off income
inequality and life--satisfaction
n.
To analyzze the relattionship bettween inco
ome inequaality and liffe satisfacttion, we
applied linear regrression meth
hods by usiing 34 OEC
CD countries’ Gini coe fficient indices and
Life sattisfaction inndices in OE
ECD databaase.
Through combining
c
Gini
G coefficcient and Liife satisfactiion indices,, the relationship of
them w
was drawn ass can be seeen in the Figgure 2-1, 2--2. Through
h Figure 2-11, we can kn
now that
there arre weak neegative relaationships bbetween income inequ
uality and life satisfaction. It
means tthat one coountries’ lifee-satisfactioon is higherr, income in
nequality iss low. Furth
hermore,
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through Figure 2-2, we marked some countries’ name on the chart. Because, in the analysis
part of this article, we will try comparative analysis about two countries groups, Liberal
Market Economies and Coordinated Market Economies3. Through Figure 2-2, we can know
that USA and Canada representing Liberal Market Economies has more high negative
relation between income inequality and life satisfaction, whereas, Sweden, Denmark and
Japan representing Coordinated Market Economies has more low negative relation between
income inequality and life satisfaction. It means that in the Coordinated Market Economies,
the income inequality issue is more important factors that influence people’s life satisfaction.
Thus, we can see relatively low Gini Coefficeint indices in the Coordinated Market
Economies in which institution and policy more focused on the income inequality than
Liberal Market Economies.

According to Peter A. Hall and David Soskice, there are two types of welfare capitalism,
Liberal market economies and Coordinated market economies. In “liberal market economies”
(LMEs), the activities of economic actors are mainly coordinated through market
mechanisms. In contrast, coordinated market economies(CMEs) rely on formal institutions to
regulate the market and coordinate the interaction of economic actors. Liberal market
economies usually include USA, Britain, Australia, Canada, New Zealand and Ireland.
Coordinated market economies usually include Germany, Japan, Switzerland, Netherlands,
Belgium, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland and Austria. (From “Oxford Dictionary of
Human Resource Management” )
3

5

Figuree 2-1. Relattion betweenn income in
nequality an
nd life satisffaction

Figuree 2-2. Relattion betweenn income in
nequality an
nd life satisffaction

*Editedd from the database off “ OECD Income Diistribution Database
D
(IIDD)” and “OECD
Better L
Life Index”
http://sttats.oecd.orgg/Index.asp
px?DataSetC
Code=BLI
http://sttats.oecd.orgg/Index.asp
px?DataSetC
Code=ID
6

2.2 Soccial Integratiion and Inco
ome Inequaality

As can bee seen in Fiigure 3, theere are weaak positive relationshipps between income
inequality and antii-social beh
havior. It m
means that iff Gini coeffficient of inncome ineq
quality is
increaseed, one sociiety’s anti-ssocial behavvior is increeased. Thuss, for the suustainable ecconomic
and soccial developpment, we need
n
solve inncome ineq
quality issuees. One morre thing to notice
n
is
that the degree of correlation
c
differs
d
from
m country to
o country.

Fiigure 3. A w
weak positiv
ve relationsh
hip
between income ineequality and
d anti-social behavior
(Antii-social behaavior index, 2010,
2
percentages)

*Sourcee: OECD (2011),
(
“Prro- and antti-social beh
haviour”, in Society aat a Glancce 2011:
OECD Social Indiicators, OE
ECD Publisshing. http:///dx.doi.org/10.1787/sooc_glance-2
2011-28en
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III. Trends of Income Inequality in OECD countries

During twenty years, real household income among total population in OECD
countries increased about 1.7% a year as can be seen Table 1. In the bottom decile, the
average increment was 1.4% a year. Noteworthy, in the top decile, the average increment was
1.9% a year. It means that top decile’s earnings grew faster than those of bottom decile,
enlarging income gap between richest10% and poorest10% ( OECD 2011 ).

Table1. Trends in real household income by income group, mid-1980s to late 2000s
Average annual change, in percentages
Total
population

Bottom
decile

Top decile

Australia

3.6

3

4.5

Austria

1.3

0.6

1.1

Belgium

1.1

1.7

1.2

Canada

1.1

0.9

1.6
1.2

Chile

1.7

2.4

CzechRep ublic

2.7

1.8

3

1

0.7

1.5

Denmark
Finland

1.7

1.2

2.5

France

1.2

1.6

1.3

Germany

0.9

0.1

1.6

Greece

2.1

3.4

1.8

Hungary

0.6

0.4

0.6

Ireland

3.6

3.9

2.5

Israel

2.3

0.8

2.8

Italy

0.8

0.2

1.1

Jap an

0.3

-0.5

0.3

Luxembourg

2.2

1.5

2.9

M exico

1.4

0.8

1.7

Netherlands

1.4

0.5

1.6

New Zealand

1.5

1.1

2.5

Norway

2.3

1.4

2.7

Portugal

2

3.6

1.1

Sp ain

3.1

3.9

2.5

Sweden

1.8

0.4

2.4

Turkey

0.5

0.8

0.1

UnitedKingdom

2.1

0.9

2.5

United States

0.9

0.1

1.5

OECD-27

1.7

1.4

1.9

*source: Divided We Stand: Why Inequality Keeps Rising. Paris: OECD, 2011
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As can be seen from Figure 4, inn OECD co
ountries, thee average gaap between
n poorest
and richhest 10% was
w increased from Midd-1980s to 2008
2
(or latest date avaailable). No
owadays,
the aveerage gap between
b
th
hem is aboout 1:9. An
nother charracteristic oof Figure 4 is the
differennce of gap among OE
ECD countrries. In the Nordic and many con
ontinental European
E
countriees, it is mucch lower thaan the OEC
CD average, but in Italy
y, Japan, Koorea, and thee United
Kingdoom, the ratioo is about 10 to 1; furthhermore, in
n Israel, Turk
key, and thee United States, the
ratio is around 14 to
t 1 ; and in
n Mexico annd Chile 27 to 1(OECD
D 2011).

Figuure 4. Huge differencess in income gaps between rich andd poor
acrosss OECD cou
untries
(Levels of inequality
y in the latesst year beforee the crisis an
nd in the midd-1980s,
workinng-age popu
ulation)

*Gaps bbetween pooorest and richest
r
are the ratio of
o average income
i
of tthe bottom 10% to
averagee income off the top 10
0%. Incomee refers to disposable
d
in
ncome adjuusted for ho
ousehold
size.
*sourcce: Divided We Stand: Why Inequaality Keeps Rising.
R
Pariis: OECD, 22011
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The Figure 5 shows that in the mid-1980s, the gini coefficient4 was an average of
0.29 in OECD countries. It increased by almost 10% to 0.316, however, by the late 2000s.
Considerably, it rose in 17 of the 22 OECD countries for which long-term data series are
available, in Finland, Germany, Israel, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Sweden, and the United
States climbing by more than 4 percentage points. Only Turkey, Greece, France, Hungary,
and Belgium recorded no increase or small declines in their Gini coefficients ( OECD 2011).

Figure 5. Income inequality increased in most, but not all OECD countries
(Gini coefficients of income inequality, mid-1980s and late 2000s)

0.50
0.45

Increasing inequality

Countries where inequality widened

0.40

Little change
in inequality

0.35

2008(↘)

0.30

1985

0.25

Decreasing
inequality

0.20
0.15

*Source: Divided We Stand: Why Inequality Keeps Rising. Paris: OECD, 2011

4

According to the definition of Gini coefficient in OECD (2008):
“The Gini coefficient is defined as the area between the Lorenz curve (which plots
cumulative shares of the population, from the poorest to the richest, against the cumulative
share of income that they receive) and the 45° line, taken as a ratio of the whole triangle. The
values of the Gini coefficient range between 0, in the case of "perfect equality" (i.e. each
share of the population gets the same share of income), and 1, in the case of "perfect
inequality" (i.e. all income goes to the individual with the highest income)”.
10

IV. Liteerature Revview on Ca
auses of Inccome Inequ
uality
4.1 Marrket Relatedd and Institu
utional Facttors
About income inequaality there aare many views
v
of thee causes off income ineequality.
Overalll, there are non-compaarative reseaarch which usually foccuses on onne region orr society
and com
mparative research wh
hich focusess on more than
t
two regions or soocieties. Loo
oking in
more ddetail, in noon-comparaative researrch, there are
a overall three reseaarch areas such as
geograpphical factoors, market factors andd institution
nal factors, also, in com
mparative research,
r
there arre usually two
t
researcch areas like
ke market faactors and institutional
i
l factors. Thus,
T
the
summarrized diagraam was draw
wn as like F
Figure 6.
Figuree 6. Diversee views on income
i
ineq
quality

In a study of OECD countries, ooverall view
ws of the caauses of inccome inequality are
mainly about 'Gllobalization
n, skill-biassed techno
ological pro
ogress andd institution
nal and
regulatoory reformss' as we can
n see Figurre 7. In add
dition, they argue thatt changes in
n family
formation and houusehold stru
uctures havee had an im
mpact on ho
ousehold eaarnings and income
11

inequality (OECD 2011). Acccording to K
Kus (2012), in the reseaarch of OEC
CD countriees, there
dicators andd income ineequality.
is stronng correlatioon between several of tthe financiaalization ind
how that althhough finan
ncialization has a positiive association with
In addittion, the ressults also sh
income inequality in nations with
w strong as well as weak
w
unionss, the associiation is stronger in
the latteer.
Figgure 7. Glob
balization annd skill-biassed technolo
ogical progrress

*sourcee: Divided We
W Stand: Why
W Inequallity Keeps Rising.
R
Pariss: OECD, 20011
In the artiicles mentio
oning to maarket condittions as thee causes off income ineequality,
unemplloyment, fem
male particiipation in thhe labor maarket and globalization are mentioned as a
main caauses ( maiin independ
dent variablles ). First,, the rate of
o unemployyment is po
ositively
associatted with innequality. Unemploym
U
ment underm
mines the earnings aand the bargaining
positionn within thhe labor maarket of low
w-skilled and
a low-paiid workers who remain more
readily substitutable than theiir high-skillled counterrparts (Pontu
usson, Ruedda and Way
y 2002).
Secondly, female participatio
p
on in the lab
abor markett is positiveely associatted with ineequality.
This is because unntil quite reecently, wom
men in the labor forcee have remaained less educated
e
and lesss experiencced than theeir male couunterparts, and
a their widespread
w
eemploymentt simply
12

implied a relatively high degree of less skilled, low-paid workers with weak bargaining
position in the labor market (Pontusson, Rueda and Way 2002). Thirdly, Globalization has
also been debated as a major cause of inequality. According to the traditional international
trade theory, increased trade integration remains associated with higher relative wages for
skilled workers in advanced countries, whereas it places deflationary pressures on unskilled
labor, contributing to an increase in the wage gap (OECD 2011; Kremer and Maskin 2006).
In the articles mentioning to political and institutional conditions as the causes of
income inequality, governments, power of labor union and nation’s system of wage
bargaining are mentioned as a main causes ( main independent variables ). According to
Pontusson (2002), greater left party strength being associated with lower levels of income
inequality. To another, many scholars have mentioned significantly union density. As the
density and the power of labor unions increase, the level of income inequality decreases
(Freeman 1980; Freeman and Medoff 1984; Card 1998, 2001; Card, Lemieux and Riddell,
2004; Metcalf et al. 2001). Finally, by bringing more firms or sectors into a single bargaining
process, a centralized wage bargaining structure can serve to reduce the inter-firm or intersectoral wage differentials, and drive down levels of market-based inequality (Pontusson et al.
2002).

13

4.2 Growth in Service Sector
Recent research suggests that growth in the service sector may lead to income
inequality. In the case of the USA, Dunn (2012) shows that the decline of the manufacturing
sector is the major component of the increasing trend of income inequality from 1950 to 2010.
As shown in the previous argument, Rizk (2003) also finds that service sector growth has a
positive relationship with income inequality. In addition, the main finding of Blum's paper
(2008) about 'capital reallocation to skilled workers in service sector' is that from 1970 to
1996, high-skilled worker’s wage is increased more than low-skilled worker’s wage
deteriorating income inequality. This is due to the fact that in the service sector, the more
technologically advanced sector needs high skills, which ensures high wage, whereas the less
technologically advanced sector needs low skills, which does not ensure high wage. Finally,
according to Moore (2009), even though the increase of employment share in service sectors
reduced income inequality as a whole, it seems fairly obvious that “depending on the quality
of the jobs in the service sector, some categories of the service sector may have strong
impacts that increase or decrease income inequality”.
In the case of Korea, many scholars pay attention to the increase of service sectors.
According to Yun (2012), one of the significant causes behind the deterioration of distribution
is the underdevelopment of the service industry and the contraction of the manufacturing
industry. Similarly, many researchers found that the widening of the earning inequality was
attributed in a large part to the expansion of the service economy: wage gap in sub-service
sectors (Park and Yi 2008).

14

V. Research Questions

From above background research and literature reviews about the causes of income
inequality and one of the causes, the increase of service sector, we can summarize as follows.
First, income inequality is on the rise in most OECD countries in which there are
many variations among countries – the degree of income inequality, the increment speed of
income inequality and the income gap between top 10% and bottom 10%.
Secondly, there are weak negative relationships between income inequality and life
satisfaction in OECD countries. It means that if income inequality is rise, people’s lifesatisfaction is decreased. In addition, there are weak positive relationship between income
inequality and anti-social behavior. It means that if income inequality is rise, anti-social
behavior also increased.
Through these findings, we can see that income inequality is on the rise in most
OECD countries and reducing income inequality contribute to increase individual lifesatisfaction and achieve social integration. Thus, to explore current feature of income
inequality in OECD countries, contributes to sustainable long-term socio-economic
development
There have been many researches on income inequality (OECD(2008)). The existing
literature suggests a set of explanations for income inequality. Those explanations can be
largely grouped into two categories: (i) market related factors and (ii) political and
institutional factors. The market related factors include economic growth rate, unemployment
rate, female participation rate in the labor market, and globalization. The political and
institutional factors include the union density, the feature of wage bargaining, government
partisanship, and the social support of the welfare state.
15

On the other hand, recent researches suggest a new factor which may be related to
deterioration in income inequality: the advance in service economy. Dunn(2012) and
Yun(2012) document that the advance in service economy is closely related to deterioration
in income inequality for the U.S. and Korea, respectively. However, it has not been yet
analyzed whether such phenomenon can be systematically observed in other countries.
Thus, this paper intends to study the relationship between service sector's growth and
income inequality for 34 OECD countries during the period from 1974 to 2011. We firstly
focused on the association between service sector’s growth and income inequality in 34
OECD countries in aggregate level and secondly we focused on the comparative analysis of
the association between service sector’s growth and income inequality in both of Liberal
Market Economies and Coordinated Market Economies.
More specifically, as one of main causes of income inequality, this study concentrates
on the increase of service sector. Because, nowadays, in the industrial composition, especially
in the advanced countries like OECD countries, the service sector’s share is very high and
there are polarization of income between high-skilled and low-skilled worker in service sector.
Thus, in our study, we focus on the association between growth of service sector and income
inequality. Namely, the service sector-related variables are main independent variable in this
study.

16

Hence, following research questions are proposed.

(1) Research question 1:
“What is the impact of service sector growth on income inequality in OECD
countries?”
In the first research question, we examine the influences of service sector growth and
the other factors (market and institutional conditions) on income inequality.

(2) Research question 2:
“Is there any difference in the impact of service sector growth on income inequality
between more and less market-oriented OECD countries?”
In the second research question, we study comparatively about the association
between service sector’s growth and income inequality in different types of countries.

17

VI. Data and Methodology

6.1 Data

6.1.1 Overview

In this study we carried out a panel data analysis to determine the impact of service
sector’s increase on income inequality in OECD countries using data from 34 OECD
countries over a period of 35 years (1974-2011). The units of observation of dependent and
independent variables are the country-years. In addition, our raw data are from OECD STAN
databases. All the data except GDP growth rate was extracted during Jun 2013 UTC (GMT)
from OECD.Stat. In addition, GDP growth rate was extracted during July 2013 UTC (GMT)
from International Financial Statistics (IFS).

6.1.2 Dependent Variables

We used annual GINI indices from OECD STAN databases to measure income
inequality, our dependent variable. We are paying attention in the distribution of net income
therefore we used disposable GINI indices instead of gross GINI indices. In addition, we used
GINI of working age population (18-65 ages). Our GINI indices of 34 OECD countries are
composed of 35 years (1974-2011) annual data.

18

6.1.3 Independent Variables

1) Main variables

Our key variable of interest is service sector’s increase. In our analysis, we used a
variety of indicators measuring ‘service economy ( tertiarization )’, including :
(1) Service sector’s share of value-added in total economy
(2) Service sector’s employment share in total economy
(3) Labor productivity in service sector compared to manufacturing sector
(4) Service sector’s labor compensation per employee relative to the total economy
( compared to manufacturing sector )

Above service sector’s each variables’ definition and explanation are as follows (using
OECD STAN database’s information).
(1) Service sector’s share of value-added in total economy: This indicator is calculated as
follows; 100 * (nominal value added by service industry / nominal value added by
total industry). In addition, in our study, we used available data from 1970 to 2009.
(2) Service sector’s employment share in total economy: This indicator is calculated as
follows; 100 * (number of persons engaged by service industry / number of persons
engaged by total industry). In addition, in our study, we used available data from
1970 to 2009.
(3) Labor productivity in service sector compared to manufacturing sector: Labor
productivity represents the amount of output per unit of input, output being here
defined as value added while the input measure used is total employment. This
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indicator is calculated as follows; 100* (Labor productivity in service sector/ Labor
productivity in manufacturing sector). In addition, in our study, we used available
data from 1970 to 2009.
(4) Service sector’s labor compensation per employee relative to the total economy
(compared to manufacturing sector): Labor compensation per employee relative to
the total economy is calculated as the ratio of labor compensation for a particular
industry (or industry group) to the number engaged divided by the ratio of labor
compensation for the total economy to the number of persons engaged for the total
economy. This indicator is calculated as follows; 100* (Labor compensation per
employee relative to the total economy in service sector/ Labor compensation per
employee relative to the total economy in manufacturing sector). In addition, in our
study, we used available data from 1970 to 2009.
Certainly, these four variables that we use do not measure the full nature and extent
of the service economy process.

2) Control Variables ( Market conditions and Institutional conditions )

In our analysis, to avoid the omitted variable bias, we controlled for various factors
that might affect the levels of income inequality, which have to do with market conditions
and the political institutional system. These include: Trade, Technology, Unemployment,
Female Labor Force Participation Rate, GDP growth rate, Social Expenditure, Employment
Protection, Minimum Wage, and Union Density.
In these control variables, we can see them as a two groups, market condition
variables and institutional condition variables.
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First, market condition variables are Trade, Technology, Unemployment, Female
Labor Force Participation Rate and GDP growth rate.
(1) Trade: this indicator represents sum of export and import as a percentage of GDP in
each country. In addition, in our study, we used available data from 1970 to 2011.
(2) Technology: this indicator represents gross domestic expenditure on R&D in million
current PPP$. In addition, in our study, we used available data from 1981 to 2012.
(3) Unemployment rate: this represents annual one country’s working age’s (15-64 ages)
unemployment rate. In addition, in our study, we used available data from 1960 to
2011.
(4) Female Labor Force Participation Rate: this represents annual one country’s working
age’s (15-64 ages) female labor force participation rate. In addition, in our study, we
used available data from 1960 to 2011.
(5) GDP growth rate: this represents the growth rate of real Gross Domestic Product in
International Financial Statistics (IFS). In addition, in our study, we used available
data from 1950 to 2012.

Second, institutional condition variables are Social Expenditure, Employment Protection,
Minimum Wage, and Union Density.
(1) Social Expenditure: It means public aggregate social expenditure in percentage of
Gross Domestic Product. In addition, in our study, we used available data from 1980
to 2012.
(2) Employment Protection: It means strictness of employment protection. It’s scale is
from 0 (least stringent) to 6 (most restrictive). In addition, in our study, we used
available data from 1985 to 2009.
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(3) Minimum Wage: It means real minimum wage in US $ PPP. In addition, in our study,
we used available data from 1960 to 2012.
(4) Union Density: Trade union density corresponds to the ratio of wage and salary
earners that are trade union members, divided by the total number of wage and salary
earners (OECD Labour Force Statistics). Density is calculated using survey data,
wherever possible, and administrative data adjusted for non-active and self-employed
members otherwise. In addition, in our study, we used available data from 1960 to
2011.
Table 2 provides the summarized variable definitions included in the analysis.
Table 2. Variable Definitions
Dependent
variable

IncomeInequality

Service sector
variables

Independent
variables

Other control
variables

Gini Index

Gini at disposable income ( Working age population: 18-65)

Service sector’s share of value-added in
total economy

100 * (Nominal value added by service industry / Nominal value added by total industry)

Service sector’s employment share in
total economy

100 * (Number of persons engaged by service industry / Number of persons engaged by total
industry)

Labor productivity in service sector
compared to manufacturing sector

100* (Labor productivity in service sector/ Labor productivity in manufacturing sector)

Service sector’s labor compensation per
employee relative to the total economy
(compared to manufacturing sector)

100* (Labor compensation per employee relative to the total economy in service sector/ Labor
compensation per employee relative to the total economy in manufacturing sector)

Trade

Sum of export and import as a percentage of GDP

Technology

Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D (million current PPP $)

Unemployment rate

Unemployment rate ( age 15 to 64 )

Female Labor Force Participation Rate

Female participation in the labor market ( age 15 to 64 )

GDP growth rate

Real Gross Domestic Product growth rate

Social Expenditure

Public Social Expenditure ( In percentage of Gross Domestic Product )

Employment Protection

Stricness of employment protection : Scale from 0 (least stringent) to 6 (most restrictive)

Minimum Wage

Real minimum wage , US $ PPP

Union Density

The ratio of wage and salary earners that are trade union members, divided by the total number of
wage and salary earners
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6.2 Methodology
In this study we carried out a panel data analysis to determine the impact of service
sector’s increase on income inequality in OECD countries using data from 34 OECD
countries over a period of 35 years (1974-2011). The units of observation of dependent and
independent variables are the country-years.
Among various panel data analysis, we used ‘panel data analysis fixed effect model’
to fix various countries’ own characteristics. In addition, we used STATA program as a
appropriate statistical package. In each of panel data analysis we analyzed the model in six
cases. From model 1 to model 4, we focused on each of service sector related variables. In
model 5 we focused on aggregate influence of independent variables on income inequality.
Finally, model 6 we again focused on aggregate influence of independent variables on income
inequality due to the number of observations of minimum wage and union density is too
small.
Our base line model takes the following form:
 Gini it = α it + β1Service sector’s share of value-added in total economy
β2Service sector’s employment share in total economy

it

it

+

+ β3Labor

productivity in service sector compared to manufacturing sector

it

+ β4

Service sector’s labor compensation per employee relative to the total
economy compared to manufacturing sector it + β5Trade

it

+ β6Technology

it

+ β7 Unemployment rate it + β8Female Labor Force Participation Rate it + β9
GDP growth rate it + β10Social Expenditure it + β11 Employment Protection it
+ β12 Minimum Wage it + β13 Union Density it + ε it
( α: Constant terms, β : Correlation coefficient, ε: Error term, it: country-year )
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As can be seen in above base line model, there are one dependent variable, Gini
index and thirteen independent variables. In addition, as mentioned in the data part, our
interesting independent variables are service sector related variables: Service sector’s share of
value-added in total economy, Service sector’s employment share in total economy, Labor
productivity in service sector compared to manufacturing sector, Service sector’s labor
compensation per employee relative to the total economy compared to manufacturing sector.
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VII. Results
7.1 Full Sample (34 OECD countries)

Table 3 provides the descriptive statistics for the variables included in the analysis.
Table 3. Descriptive Statistics
Variables

Observation

Gini

358

0.298

0.053

0.195

0.519

Value Added of Service Sectors

309

67.432

6.928

48.511

86.597

Employment of Service Sectors

300

68.633

8.105

46.012

82.149

Labor Productivity of Service Sectors compared to manufacturing sectors

300

104.738

30.753

0.000

216.491

Labor Compensation of Service Sectors compared to manufacturing sectors

297

85.689

18.120

0.000

161.850

Trade

357

80.222

50.124

16.800

319.500

Technology

315

Unemployment rate

350

7.253

3.082

1.587

20.183

Female Labor Force Participation Rate

350

63.231

9.970

25.198

84.233

GDP growth rate

358

2.438

3.413 -14.258

10.731

Social Expenditure

334

19.811

6.613

2.728

32.200

Employment Protection

248

1.827

0.978

0.210

3.760

Minimum Wage

265

5.697

2.567

0.790

10.829

Union Density

314

30.676

19.832

5.861

83.115
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Mean

Std. Dev.

33,397.40 67,332.24

Min

Max

170.20 408,657.00

Table 4. Service Sector and Income Inequality in OECD countries:
Panel Data Analysis (1974 ~ 2011)
Dependent
variable

income
inequality

Gini Index
Value Added of Service
Sectors

Service
Sector
variables

Model1

Model2

Model3

Model4

-0.0022501**

0.0004854

(-5.26)

(-2.46)

(0.88)

0.001998**

-0.0018122

0.0003726

(2.07)

(-1.27)

(0.46)

-0.0002326***

-0.0003829***

-0.0001835***

(-3.2)

(-2.58)

(-2.54)

-0.0002587**

-0.0004189*

-0.0002518

(-2.44)

(-1.71)

(-1.19)

Labor Productivity of Service
Sectors compared to
manufacturing sectors
Labor Compensation of Service
Sectors compared to
manufacturing sectors

Technology
Independent
variables

Unemployment rate
Female Labor Force
Participation Rate
Other
Control
variables

GDP growth rate

Social Expenditure

Employment Protection

Minimum Wage

Union Density

Model6

-0.0042337***

Employment of Service
Sectors

Trade

Model5

-0.0001103

0.0001397

0.0001176

0.0002012

-0.0000236

0.000189*

(-0.73)

(0.97)

(0.84)

(1.46)

(-0.16)

(1.88)

0.000000271*** 0.000000129*** 0.000000089** 0.000000156*** 0.000000125*** 0.0000000983***
(7.34)

(3.6)

(2.38)

(4.78)

(2.99)

(3.52)

0.0032144***

0.0024781***

0.0024524***

0.0025676***

0.0025706***

0.0018885***

(4.4)

(3.73)

(3.8)

(3.92)

(4.17)

(4.6)

0.0025695***

0.0005808

0.0010454***

0.0010912***

0.0022008***

0.0003352

(5.28)

(1.22)

(2.75)

(2.83)

(3.78)

(1.04)

-0.0005748

0.0003374

0.0001053

0.0003762

-0.0001781

-0.0000353

(-1.16)

(0.71)

(0.23)

(0.81)

(-0.39)

(-0.13)

-0.001407

-0.0021883*

-0.0009534

-0.0010443

0.00056

-0.0013392*
(-1.8)

(-1.1)

(-1.77)

(-0.85)

(-0.94)

(0.43)

-0.0194196***

0.0030027

0.002844

-0.0040963

-0.0003919

(-2.77)

(0.39)

(0.43)

(-0.66)

(-0.05)

0.009902***

-0.0002234

-0.0012332

0.000829

0.0010869

(3.51)

(-0.08)

(-0.45)

(0.31)

(0.39)

-0.0007902*

-0.0001137

-0.0004109

-0.0005315

-0.0008462**

-0.0005397*

(-1.84)

(-0.28)

(-1.14)

(-1.46)

(-2.07)

(-1.71)

N

158

157

157

156

153

246

R-squared

0.483

0.468

0.498

0.474

0.559

0.584

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
*,** , and *** represent 10%,5% and 1% of statistical significance, respectively.
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7.1.1 The impact of service sector on income inequality

According to Table 4, in the independent variables, there are this study’s main
variables, four service sector related variables. The three major indicators of Service economy,
except ‘Employment of Service Sectors’, including Value Added of Service Sectors, Labor
Productivity of Service Sectors compared to manufacturing sectors and Labor Compensation
of Service Sectors compared to manufacturing sectors , all display a statistically significant
weak negative relations with the level of inequality.
First, from model 1 and 5, we can see weak negative relations between ‘value added
of service sectors’ and income inequality in the 1% ~5% statistical significance. It means if
‘value added of service sectors’ is increased, income inequality is decreased (improved).
Namely, it suggests OECD countries need to increase the value added of service sectors.
Second, contrary to this result, from model 2, there are weak positive association between
‘employment of service sectors’ and income inequality in the 5% statistical significance. It
means if ‘employment of service sectors’ is increased, income inequality is also increased
(deteriorated ). And ultimately the result explain that the big portion of service sectors’
employment increase was low-skilled occupation. It suggests OECD countries need enhanced
policies to improve the quality of employment of service sectors. From these two results
about value added and employment of service sectors, we can argue that through enhancing
the quality of employment, labor productivity will be increased and then more value-added
will be created. Eventually income inequality will be improved.
Third, from model 3,5 and 6, we can see weak negative relations between ‘labor
productivity of service sectors compared to manufacturing sectors and income inequality in
the 1% statistical significance. It means if ‘labor productivity of service sectors compared to
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manufaacturing secctors’ is increased, incoome inequaality is decrreased (impproved). Naamely, it
suggestts OECD coountries neeed to enhannce labor pro
oductivity of
o service ssectors comp
pared to
manufaacturing seectors. Forr most OE
ECD coun
ntries, becaause, laboor productiivity in
manufaacturing is higher
h
than labor produuctivity in th
he service sector
s
as can
an be seen in
n Figure
12.
Fiigure 8. Labbor Productiivity of Servvice Sectorss compared to manufaccturing secto
ors

*Editedd form raw data
d of OEC
CD STAN ddatabase
(Dataseet: STAN Daatabase for Structural A
Analysis (IS
SIC Rev. 4)))

Fourth, froom model 4 and 5, w
we can see weak negaative relatioons between
n ‘labor
compennsation of seervice secto
ors compareed to manuffacturing secctors’ and inncome inequality in
the 5% statistical significance
s
. It means i f ‘labor com
mpensation of service ssectors com
mpared to
manufaacturing secctors’ is increased, incoome inequaality is decrreased (impproved). Naamely, it
suggestts OECD coountries need to enhancce labor com
mpensation of service ssectors com
mpared to
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manufaacturing sectors. For most OE
ECD counttries, becau
use, labor compensaation in
manufaacturing is higher
h
than
n labor com
mpensation in the serv
vice sector as can be seen in
Figure 13.
Figgure 9. Laboor Compenssation of Serrvice Sectorrs compared
d to manufaacturing secctors

*Editedd from raw data
d of OEC
CD STAN ddatabase
(Dataseet: STAN Daatabase for Structural A
Analysis (IS
SIC Rev. 4)))

marize so far,
f
the inddividual influence of each servvice sector related
To summ
Namely, Value
V
Added
d of Serviice Sectorss, Labor
indepenndent variaables is as follows. N
Producttivity of Serrvice Sectorrs comparedd to manufaacturing secctors and Laabor Compensation
of Servvice Sectorss compared
d to manufaacturing secctors have negative
n
rellation with income
inequality, Gini Inndex. Emplo
oyment of S
Service Sectors, whereas, have poositive relatiion with
income inequality, Gini Index
x.
Finally, addding one more thingg, we analy
yses correlations amoong services sector
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related independent variables as follows.

Table 5. Correlation among service sectors related independent variables
Labor Compensation of
Employment of Service Labor Productivity of
Service Sectors compared Service Sectors compared
Sectors
to manufacturing sectors to manufacturing sectors

Value Added of
Service Sectors
Value Added of Service Sectors

1

Employment of Service Sectors

0.6968

1

Labor Productivity of Service Sectors
compared to manufacturing sectors

-0.2247

-0.1837

1

Labor Compensation of Service Sectors
compared to manufacturing sectors

-0.0823

-0.6111

-0.0988

1

Table 5 means that if value-added of service sector is increased employment of
service sector also increased by 0.7. However, the big portion of employment increase was
low-skilled occupations. Because, the association between employment increase of service
sector and labor productivity (or labor compensation) of service sector compared to
manufacturing is - 0.18 and -0.6.

Implications of the results
From above results of impact of service sector on income inequality, we can explain
as follows.

Service Sector
According to Hwang (2011),"Service economy (tertiarization)” refers to the
phenomenon that the center of the economy moves to service sectors producing service from
manufacturing sectors producing goods. The structural change of economy, teriarization,
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appearss in almost of all counttries. Accorrding to thee data of World
W
Bank ((2012), the average
‘share oof value addded of serviice sectors in GDP’ haas increased
d from 53.4%
o 70.9%
% (1970) to
(2010), about 17.44% increasee, in the woorld. In the case
c
of OECD countriies, it has in
ncreased
from 544.6% to 74.44%, by 18.6
6% increasee as we can see below figure
f
14.
Figure 10. Value added
a
sharees relative to
o total econo
omy: total sservices

*Editedd from the raaw data of OECD
O
(Datasset: STAN Database
D
forr Structurall Analysis (IISIC Rev. 4))

For this reason,
r
the interest off the servicce sectors’ impact on the distribu
ution of
income has been inncreased. Especially sinnce the glob
bal financiaal crisis, widdening prod
ductivity
and waage gap in the
t service sectors succh as high--income fin
nancial sectoor and low
w-income
whole ssale sector has
h emerged
d as an interrnational issue. Subseq
quently, the public opin
nion that
require solving exxpansion off income ineequality (fo
or example,, occupy w
wall street, etc.)
e
has
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been prrevalent.
970, incomee inequality
y has been deteriorated
d
d in the world. The
In summarry, after 19
cause of it could bee the expansion of servvice sectors..
In the casse of advaanced counttries, as th
he result off the cavitaations of domestic
d
manufaacturing secctor (the offfshoring of production
n facilities and
a technollogical inno
ovation),
the exppansion of low-producctivity and low-wage service seector is likeely to have had a
negative impact onn of the disstribution oof income (R
Rizk 2003, Sassen20000). Increasiing selfemployyed workerss in the serrvice sectorr as we can
n see in thee below Figgure 15 (Lo
ohmann,
Luber and Mu¨lller 1999) is negativve effect on incomee inequality
ty (Rowtho
orn and
Ramasw
wamy1997, Rani 2008
8, Kang, P
Park and Ch
ho 2012). Increasing
I
premium on
o highskilled workers byy technolog
gical progreess, also, has
h negativee effect on income in
nequality
(Jaumottte, Lall andd Papageorg
giou, 2008)..

Figure 11. The Share of service ssector’s selff-employed workers in total industtry

*Editedd from the raaw data of OECD
O
(Datasset: STAN Database
D
forr Structurall Analysis (IISIC Rev. 4))
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Impact of progress in the service sector on income distribution differs among nations
according to various welfare states. In this article, thus, especially, research question 2 deals
the association between the expansion of service sector and income inequality according to
various welfare states.

Labor market

In addition, in the case of Korea, there are dual structures of the labor market as can be
seen in Table 6. According to the KDI labor market policy forum (2013), there are increasing
“job-quality gap” between core and periphery deteriorating the income inequality. Usually,
core labor markets include large companies, public sectors and manufacturing sectors. Core
labor markets, in which employment law and social insurance mostly applied, have
characteristics such as high labor productivity, monopolistic market structure and strong
power of labor union. Whereas, periphery labor markets usually include SMEs, self–
employment and service sectors. Periphery labor markets, in which employment law and
social insurance mostly not applied, have characteristics such as law labor productivity,
competitive market structure and weak power of labor union. Through this, according to our
concern about service sector, we can conjecture strong association between service sector and
income inequality. Because of those characteristics of service sector, they usually have low
productivity, low wage and low employment protection. Furthermore, we can apply this
causality between service sector and income inequality to our analysis of OECD countries.
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Table 6. Th
he dual struccture of thee labor mark
ket in Koreaa

* sourcee: KDI Labbor market policy
p
forum
m, 2013
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7.1.2 The impact of other control variables on income inequality

According to Table 4, in the control variables, there are market condition variables
and institutional condition variables.
Market condition variables are Trade, Technology, Unemployment, Female Labor
Force Participation Rate and GDP growth rate. In the above analysis results, from model 1 to
model 6, there are no statistically significant relations between trade and income inequality
(Only in the model 6, there are weak positive relation between trade and income inequality in
the 10% statistical significance ).From model 1 to model 6, there are strong positive relations
between technology and income inequality in the 1% statistical significance. Namely, it
means, if technology develops, income inequality deteriorate (is increased).In addition, from
model 1 to model 6, there are weak positive relations between unemployment and income
inequality in the 1% statistical significance. Namely, it means, if unemployment is increased ,
income inequality deteriorate(is increased). Like these results, from model 1 to model 6, there
are weak positive relations between female labor force participation rate and income
inequality in the 1% statistical significance. Namely, it means, if female labor force
participation rate is increased, income inequality deteriorate (is increased). Finally, from
model 1 to model 6, there are no statistically significant relations between GDP growth rate
and income inequality.
Institutional condition variables are Social Expenditure, Employment Protection,
Minimum Wage, and Union Density. In the above analysis results, in the model 2 and 6, there
are weak negative relations between social expenditure and income inequality in the 10%
statistical significance. It means if social expenditure is increased, income inequality is
decreased (improved). In addition, only in the model 1, we can see weak negative relation
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between employment protection and income inequality in the 1% statistical significance. It
means if employment protection is increased, income inequality is decreased (improved).
Also, from model 1, 5 and 6, we can see weak negative relations between union density and
income inequality in the 1%~5% statistical significance. It means if union density is
increased, income inequality is decreased (improved). Contrary to our expectations, in the
model 1, we can see weak positive relation between minimum wage and income inequality in
the 1% statistical significance. It means if minimum wage is increased, income inequality is
increased (deteriorated).
In summary, whereas market condition variables can deteriorate income inequality,
institutional condition variables like social expenditure, employment protection and union
density can improve income inequality to some extent
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7.2 Liberal Market Economies vs. Coordinated Market Economies
The effect of it is well known that the effects of large scale socio-economic shifts
such as ‘service sector’s increase may differ across backgrounds by virtue of interacting with
certain market and institutional conditions. On that point, we sought to examine whether the
impact of service economy on income inequality might depend on country group. In order to
answer this question, we explored our OECD countries by grouping into two groups
according to welfare capitalism theory5 like below Table 7.
Table 7. The country groups

Group 1 ( LMEs )
representing the Liberal
Market Economies

Australia
Canada
Ireland
New Zealand
United Kingdom
United States

Group 2 ( CMEs )
representing the Coordinated
Market Economies

Germany
Japan
Switzerland
Netherlands
Belgium
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Finland
Austria

5

According to Peter A. Hall and David Soskice, there are two types of welfare capitalism,
Liberal market economies and Coordinated market economies. In “liberal market economies”
(LMEs), the activities of economic actors are mainly coordinated through market
mechanisms. In contrast, coordinated market economies(CMEs) rely on formal institutions to
regulate the market and coordinate the interaction of economic actors. Liberal market
economies usually include USA, Britain, Australia, Canada, New Zealand and Ireland.
Coordinated market economies usually include Germany, Japan, Switzerland, Netherlands,
Belgium, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland and Austria. (From “Oxford Dictionary of
Human Resource Management”)
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Table 8-1. Service Sector and Income Inequality in Liberal Market Economies (Group1):
Panel Data Analysis (1974 ~ 2011)
Dependent
variable

income
inequality

Gini index
Value Added of Service
Sectors

Service
Sector
variables

Model1

Model2

Model3

-0.0017032

(0.27)

(-1.52)

(-1.48)

0.0037651***

0.0030404

0.0042255**

(2.76)

(1.48)

(2.32)

-0.0007241***

-0.0005455*

-0.0005795**

(-2.69)

(-1.75)

(-2.01)

-0.0020576*** -0.0004146

0.0004195

Labor Compensation of
Service Sectors compared to
manufacturing sectors

Independent
variables

Unemployment rate
Female Labor Force
Participation Rate
Other
Control
variables

GDP growth rate

Social Expenditure

Employment Protection

Model6

-0.0017579

Labor Productivity of
Service Sectors compared to
manufacturing sectors

Technology

Model5

0.0002642

Employment of Service
Sectors

Trade

Model4

(-3.05)
0.0005324***

0.0002711

0.0002359

(2.89)

(1.47)

(1.15)

0.000000117*** 0.000000109***

(-0.49)

(0.53)

0.0001964 -0.0000373

0.0000143

(1.02)

(-0.15)

(0.06)

-4.75E-08 0.000000145***

-1.67E-08

-1.53E-08

(4.29)

(4.37)

(-0.8)

(5.51)

(-0.23)

(-0.21)

0.0017193

0.0036954**

0.001897

-0.0005892

0.0012555

0.0030716*

(0.97)

(2.45)

(1.58)

(-0.42)

(0.66)

(1.99)

0.0027203***

0.0022733***

0.0013282

0.0022916***

0.0010264

0.000744

(3.16)

(2.92)

(1.54)

(2.96)

(1.11)

(0.92)

-0.0000475

-0.0002422

-0.0017301**

-0.0006032 -0.0014747*

-0.001171*

(-0.07)

(-0.37)

(-2.32)

-0.0027712

-0.0063702*** -0.0035373***

(-1.21)

(-3.45)

(-2.85)

-0.0304715

-0.0393212**

-0.0383255**

(-1.57)

(-2.17)

(-2.25)

-0.0005892

0.0001619

-0.0006606

(-1.01)

(0.3)

(-1.46)

(-0.89)

(-1.91)

(-1.79)

-0.0018246* -0.0030293 -0.0053388***
(-1.63)

(-1.33)

(-2.75)

-0.046072**-0.0451593**
(-2.49)

(-2.52)

Minimum Wage

Union Density

-0.0003874 -0.0004695
(-0.83)

0.0001237

(-0.81)

(0.23)

N

69

71

70

70

68

76

R-squared

0.722

0.767

0.792

0.768

0.798

0.816

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
*,** , and *** represent 10%,5% and 1% of statistical significance, respectively.
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Table 8-2. Service Sector and Income Inequality in Coordinated Market Economies (Group2):
Panel Data Analysis (1974 ~ 2011)
Dependent
variable

income
inequality

Gini index
Value Added of
Service Sectors

Service
Sector
variables

Model1

Model5

Model6

0.00106

-0.0008188

-0.0003419

(1.16)

(-0.91)

(-0.43)

0.0045699***

0.0018409

0.0012455

(4.07)

(1.11)

(0.89)

Employment of Service
Sectors

Model2

Model3

-0.0004154***

Labor Productivity of
Service Sectors compared
to manufacturing sectors

Technology
Independent
variables

Unemployment rate
Female Labor Force
Participation Rate
Other
Control
variables

GDP growth rate

Social Expenditure

Employment Protection

-0.0003122** -0.0002494**

(-4.37)

Labor Compensation of
Service Sectors compared
to manufacturing sectors

Trade

Model4

(-2.31)

(-2.25)

-0.0024667***

-0.0006881

-0.0009449

(-3.42)

(-0.74)

(-1.16)

0.0004321**

-0.0000571

0.0000276

0.0001677

-0.0001389

-0.000069

(2.41)

(-0.29)

(0.15)

(0.92)

(-0.7)

(-0.39)

-3.15E-08 -0.000000141 -0.000000133 -0.000000223 -0.000000199 -0.000000141
(-0.18)

(-0.91)

(-0.88)

(-1.32)

(-1.26)

(-0.98)

0.0006953

0.0008907

0.0005657

0.000638

0.0006929

0.0011209*

(0.87)

(1.27)

(0.82)

(0.88)

(1.01)

(1.77)

-0.0003242 -0.0011617**

0.0000048

-0.0004586

-0.0003275

-0.0005206

(-0.65)

(-2.6)

(0.01)

(-1.22)

(-0.56)

(-1.05)

-0.0000945

-0.0001575

-0.0001294

-0.001193

-0.000416

-0.0004927

(-0.09)

(-0.17)

(-0.14)

(-1.16)

(-0.42)

(-0.86)

-0.0000989 -0.0026144**

0.0010633

-0.0010121

-0.0003094

-0.0010978
(-0.83)

(-0.1)

(-2.36)

(1.32)

(-1.07)

(-0.21)

0.0005989

0.0078906

0.0024042

-0.0006274

0.0040084

(0.1)

(1.46)

(0.49)

(-0.12)

(0.71)

-0.000712 -0.0014329**

-0.0006753

-0.0011463

-0.0011317*

(-0.93)

(-1.59)

(-1.78)

Minimum Wage

Union Density

-0.0010509
(-1.33)

(-1.02)

(-2.13)

N

69

69

69

69

69

78

R-squared

0.528

0.635

0.648

0.606

0.679

0.729

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
*,** , and *** represent 10%, 5% and 1% of statistical significance, respectively.
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As can be seen in the table 8-1 and 8-2, we can analysis the result comparatively in
the perspective of liberal market economies vs. coordinated market economies.
In the above comparative analysis results about service sector related independent
variables, there are no statistically significant relations between value added of service
sectors and income inequality in both of LMEs and CMEs. Secondly, in both of LMEs and
CMEs, if employment of service sectors is increased, it can deteriorate income inequality. In
the mature stage of service economy, because, the quality of employment is more important
than the quantity. Finally, ‘labor productivity and compensation of service sectors compared
to manufacturing sectors’ serves as to improve income inequality in both of the country
groups. Therefore, enhancing labor productivity and heightening the level of compensation of
service sector is very important policy implication.
In the above comparative analysis results about market conditions independent
variables, there are statistically significant relations between trade and income inequality only
in the model 1. There are weak positive relation between trade and income inequality in
LMEs (Liberal Market Economies) and CMEs (Coordinated Market Economies). Namely, in
both LMEs and CMEs, if trade is developed it can increase income inequality as a
Hirschman’s tunnel effects6. Because, often trade brings income growth biased to high-skilled
worker. So, it induces income inequality. Secondly, technology serves as to increase income
inequality in LMEs. Whereas, the relation is not statistically significant in CMEs. It means
that supporting training to the low-skilled people is very important.

6

Thirdly, unemployment

In the two roads at the entrance of the tunnel, if one road is passed smoothly and the other
road undergoes congestion, the driver of a stagnant side may feel relatively deprived. If these
phenomena are applied to developing economy, the more income gap is deeper, the more the
poor will feel relative deprivation.
For more detailed thing, See: Hirschman, A. O.(1973), “The changing tolerance for income
inequality in the course of economic development(with a mathematical appendix by
Rothschild, Michael)”, Quarterly Journal of Economics 87(4).
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serves as to increase inequality in all of two country groups.

Fourthly, female labor force

participation rate can increase income inequality in LMEs. However, in CMEs, female labor
force participation rate serves as to be lower income inequality. Such opposite results of
‘female labor force participation rate’ in both countries group can be attributed to the
difference of each country's institutional context. Finally, GDP growth rate serves as to lower
income inequality in LMEs ; but in CMEs, there are no statistically significant relationship
between them . Namely, in LMEs, Kuznets Inverted-U Hypothesis7 is satisfied and the
trickling-down effect8 is supported.
In the above comparative analysis results about institutional conditions independent
variables, there are weak negative relation between social expenditure and income inequality
in LMEs and CMEs. It means that in each country social welfare policies fitted to each
situation is very important.

Secondly, employment protection serves as to lower income

inequality in LMEs. However, there are no statistically significant relations in CMEs. Thirdly,
union density serves as to lower income inequality in CMEs. In LMEs, there are no
statistically significant relations between union density and income inequality.

7

Kuznets Inverted-U Hypothesis is related with the correlation of economic development
and income inequality. It shows income inequality increase during the period of economic
development but after achieving the economic development it would fall with economic
growth.
8
trickling-down effect refer to the theory that economic benefits provided by economic
growth will benefit poorer members of society by improving the economy as a whole.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trickle-down_economics)
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VIII. Conclusion
This paper intends to study the relationship between service sector's growth and
income inequality for 34 OECD countries during the period from 1974 to 2011.
We find evidence that the growth in service sector in terms of employment is
negatively related to income equality. However, our analysis suggests that the advance in
service sector is not necessarily related to deterioration in income inequality. If the labor
productivity and compensation in service sector are high enough, the growth in service sector
may lead to more equal distribution of income. We can confirm the above findings for both
more market-oriented economies (liberal market economies) and less market-oriented
economies (coordinated market economies).
Thus, what is more important to us is "how" the service sector will grow than the
growth of service sector itself. In other words, the quality of employment in service sector- in
terms of labor productivity and compensation - is more important than the level of
employment. Thus, through the policy effort to enhance labor productivity and the level of
compensation of service sector, we can reduce income inequality. Especially, capacity buildup and empowerment of low-skilled people are very important policy goals if we intend to
reduce income inequality. The increase in labor productivity and higher compensation of lowskilled workers who work for service sector will eventually reduce income inequality.
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